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About This Software

EduNumbers is an educational software for children in the age of 3-6.
It has a Quantity Matching section that includes two games: "Match Number to Quantity"
And "Match Quantity to Number". Also games: Number Recognition,, Ascending Series,

Descending Series, Addition, Subtraction, Games: Match Number to Quantity,
Puzzle and Memory Games.

In "Match Number to Quantity" the child must count the number of
fruits in the basket and click the number accordingly. In Match Quantity to Number the child must drag the number of fruits to
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the basket and then click on a button flag when finished. In "Number Recognition" the child must memorize the number of
fruits

showing in white rectangle and after the fruits disappear he must choose the number.
In "Ascending Series" and "Descending Series" the child must fill the

sequence of numbers in ascending or descending order. In "Addition" the child must calculate additions of two given numbers
and then choose answer.In "Subtraction" the child must calculate subtraction of two numbers and then choose the answer.

In "Games":
1. "Match Number to Quantity" the child must count the number of hamburgers and choose the right amount.

2. In "Puzzle" the child must select two matching pictures: the number of objects and the corresponding number and flip them.
When two pictures are flipped they are exposed showing part of the puzzle.

3. In "Memory Games" the child must flip two hamburgers and memorize the place where it appeared to be equal to the
number. When the child flips the right pair the cards pair disappears.
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Title: EduNumbers
Genre: Education, Software Training
Developer:
Olga Karpushin
Publisher:
Shark Software
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Any

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Mouse Support Added!:
ANOIX has been updated, since now you can use the mouse to play. Just pick it from the menu.

Now you have 3 ways to play:

Keyboard

Mouse

Gamepad (analog stick)

. $9.99 For 24 Hours:
We apologize for the issues and bugs in the initial release.
The bugs have been fixed and we're in the process of working on updates for next week.

To show our appreciation, we're lowering the price of the game from $14.99 to $9.99 for the next 24 hours.

Thank you for your support.. Check out the Doodle God demo!:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/598830

Unleash Your Inner God and Create a New Universe!. We're going to Gamescom 2017:

Hey everyone!

We wanted to let you know that we are going to show a new demo to the public at the 1C Publishing booth in GamesCom 2017,
if you haven´t played "The Watchmaker" yet, this is your chance to do it!.

See you at Gamescom!.
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. Updata v1.36 - stability:
several improvements and bugfixes. Patch 1.5.10462:
Yesterday we have pushed a small Patch 1.5.10462, including:

Fixed bug with the player not being transported to the hotel, if sitting in the vehicle when permafrost starts.

Fixed incorrect Achievement progress: players no longer get 'Big Fish' achievement during the tutorial.

Weather UI fixes.

Cheers!. Exploration Vessel Naming Contest - The Finals:

Now that the first phase of the ship naming contest is over, we are one step closer to finding the perfect name for the
exploration vessel in Love Thyself Part 2. We have received many suggestions that I am sure Aeternus P02 would be quite
pleased with. Thank you all for your submissions!

We have picked the top five appropriate submissions (with the small adjustment of merging Narcissus and Narcissa) to enter the
finals. Now it’s time to determine the ship’s name and the winner of this contest!

The finalists are:

 Avant-Garde by Talross

 Illustrious Visage Eta by ImperatorTempus42

 Narcissus by Argonauty and Aranom (Both players will receive credit for this)
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 Preciso Scalpellum by Hibbidy_Jibbidy

 His Glorious Light by Zephram

Cast your vote on Games2Gether![www.games2gether.com]. Devblog 02/08/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

So, we share some news over the past week.
Also soon the game will be updated on Steam. Subscribe if you’re interested to try it first!

1) Control of two heroes:. Please wait for a little while longer!:
Hey Everyone!

Please bear with us for a little while longer! We're really really close and just working out one final bug ��
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